Abstract-Physically based dynamic models are able to describe variable shapes without prior training. Their behaviour to find an object is intuitive, which facilitates corrections of false results. Expressing shape variation as physical feature, however, may be difficult because the physics of the model has little to do with the shape variation of instances of a class of objects. We present a dynamic model, which automatically adapts model parameters based on results of previous segmentations. The model was applied to artificial data and to images of leaves. Results show that the adapted model finds the correct shape more accurate than a model with preset parameters. Investigation of the parameterisation from adaptation also showed that they may be interpreted in terms of the semantics of the shape class represented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Physically-based dynamic models can be used for representing shape information for segmentation or classification [1] , [2] . Shape is modelled as a physical entity. The model is fitted to the data by interpreting image features as forces on the model. Such models are well suited for finding or identifying shapes even if the data is distorted by noise or artefacts. The main advantage of a physically based model as compared to statistically based models such as the active shape model of [3] is that they do not have to learn shape distributions from samples. An average shape may be defined by the user from his experience about the object appearance. The physical model then constrains shape variation. Such model is particularly appropriate if only few samples exist or if training a statistical model would be too tedious.
While it can be assumed safely that the user has some prior knowledge about the average shape of a class of objects, it is much more difficult to describe permissible shape variations as well. Such variations may stem from variability within a class of objects as well as from imaging artefacts affecting the appearance of the object. Even a known variation may not be easily expressed in terms of the physical model as the model was chosen primarily because the resulting dynamics is well understood. It facilitates understa nding and interacting with the result of a model-based search. It does not, however, reflect the true physics of the object described.
II. AN ADAPTIVE DYNAMIC MODEL
A dynamic model will be more useful if, while exploiting the ability of acting on data without prior training, knowledge from successfully found shape instances or from user interaction could be incorporated. It should happen without requiring the user to express interaction in terms of the physical model. Instead of combining the physical model with a statistical component such as in [4] we want to optimise the physical model itself.
A control structure such as the one presented in [5] and used in [6] to find optimal instances of shape may be used to govern the adaptive behaviour of the model for a group of shape instances. A physically based model is created from some initial knowledge about the shape of objects of a given class. Application of this model may be successful in most cases as model and data provide enough redundant information to correct for inaccuracies in the model and for artefacts in the data.
If the model contradicts the data the erroneous result will need to be corrected by the user. This correction is treated as additional model knowledge. The control mechanism will adapt model parameters accordingly so that the user has not to specify, which aspect has to be corrected. An adapted model should improve with added information. Robustness or quality of the solution should increase while the computation time for finding the location of an object given an initial location should decrease.
III. THE DYNAMIC MODEL
We used a configurable spring-mass-model as presented in [6] . Springs represent the a-priori-knowledge about shape. 
The complete model balances model forces and image forces of all springs and masses:
where a is a weighting factor. The model is represented by a graph whose arcs are springs and whose nodes are mass points. The graph is placed on the image and node locations are changed until the total energy of the system is minimal. A semi-stochastic search developed in [6] is carried out where several instances of the model are created and placed arbitrarily in the image. Each instance is treated as initialisation for an iterative search for a location with minimum energy. Instances that terminate in local minimum with sufficiently low energy spawn new instances in their vicinity until the minimum found fulfils the termination criterion. The final result is a ranked list of shape instances. The winner is selected to be the shape in search.
The user may correct the unacceptable results of a selected shape instance. Possible actions are the selection of another instance from the list of shape instances or the individual correction of mass point locations. Every interaction is treated as addition to the model knowledge.
IV. LEARNING SHAPE KNOWLEDGE
The knowledge from successfully found shape instances is incorporated into the shape model. This is easy for a statistical model where each confirmed result may be treated as a new sample to estimate an underlying probability distribution. For a dynamic model an equally simple way needs to be found to update physical properties of the model. Several aspects are represented by the model:
• The number and location of the nodes of the shape graph should indicate relevant and invariant locations of the shape in the data.
• The arcs should reflect structural aspects between nodes of the shape.
• Rest lengths and spring forces of the springs should represent average shape and expected variation of the shapes.
However, semantics and representation of the different aspects of the model are diffe rent from each other. Incorporating information at this level would be difficult. Fortunately, many of the aspects can be described indirectly by the set of weights which are applied to all the local forces in equations (1) and (2) . Weights are related to the parameters of shape as follows:
• Mass point locations whose input varies substantially over a population of shapes of the same class represent locations of little relevancy. They should probably be removed from the representation. This corresponds to an optimal weight approaching zero.
• Springs describe dependencies between locations of mass points. A combination of mass points connected by springs, whose locations vary only little with respect to each other, should receive high weights. A single mass point location varying substantially with respect to other mass points should receive low weights indicating that lower spring forces would be appropriate.
• Rest length changes cannot be deduced from adapted weights. They may be generated from computing average distances between mass points connected by springs of a population of shapes.
Hence, although weights for the energy terms are only a part of the parameterisation of a spring-mass-model, they represent a substantial part of its information.
Weights can be represented by a weight vector. Finding optimal weights is then an optimisation task on an objective function, which is defined on the weights.
We chose to minimise the average energy over a population of successfully found instances of shapes In order to avoid finding trivial minima, we added two constraints:
• The norm of all weights in the weight vector should not change.
• Weights for springs and masses are optimised separately.
The former was selected as not to terminate with a zero weight vector. The latter accounts for the fact, that image and model are independent entities. Optimising the two aspects together would lead to either of the trivial solutions of a model independent of the data or data independent of the model. Thus, we assume that the ratio of model and data knowledge is known a-priori.
Optimisation is carried out starting from an initial parameterisation, which comprises all the information that exists at this time (it may just be a rough idea about the shape to be detected). Model parameters are adapted every time a shape was successfully detected in the image. Even if no user interaction took place -which indicates that model and data were sufficient to solve the task -the adapted model will reflect the variability of a group of shapes of the same class better. This is even more so, if the user has chosen an alternative solution from the ranked list of shapes or if he changed the location of nodes of a selected shape instance.
The norm of the weight vectors for the internal and external energy terms are computed separately. Optimisation is carried out by gradient descent on a hyper sphere with radius of the norm of the respective weight vector. The iterative optimisation uses an adaptive step size in order to avoid missing the minimum while reducing computation time. Initially, the step size is large. If a step along the gradient leads to an increased value of the objective function, it is reduced and the last step in weight space is repeated.
V EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The system was tested on digitised images of leaves of different classes (see fig. 1 ). The purpose was to simulate presumed corrections of the model application on a sequence of data and evaluate the influence of corrected parameters on the model behaviour.
Leaves were of three different classes (lime, maple and chestnut). We took several leaves of each tree and generated a heuristic model for each of the object classes. In case of the maple, two different classes were created that contained two slightly different types of the leaves (type A and B, see fig. 2 ). For these two classes, a common model (A+B) was created as well. If the weight adaptation were successful, it should be visible in a comparison of the results between these three models.
First, we tested whether the model was able to learn shape variation by successfully adapting weights to the sample images. As the model was created heuristically, we assumed that some of the springs would be more relevant than others.
Even though the initial model should find the structures in the test images, the adaptation process should generate higher weights for springs between two mass points that have little variation of length or where the rest lengths truly represented the average distance between the two points.
Results were similar on all three leaf classes. However, we will restrict this presentation to results from the maple class as its two subclasses enabled comparison between morphologically different models. Maple models A, B and A+B were tested on a population of 17 instances of class A and 10 instances of class B. Weights were initialised equal for all sensors and mass points. After successful fitting of the model instances to the data, weights were changed such that the objective function was minimised. It resulted in a substantial change of weights with some spring forces being reduced almost to zero.
Weights for the sensor points reflected reliability and strength of the sensor input quite well with strong and reliably found corners getting higher weights (see fig. 3 a) . Interpreting adapted weights for the spring forces was more difficult. Springs represent the model by a mesh of connected nodes. Spring forces should be weighted high for connections where the distance between adjacent points does not vary much for a population of instances. However, the system gets its stability from multiple indirect connections between mass points so that a reduced weight for a spring may be balanced by increased weights along a sequence of springs connecting the same sensors. In general, it appear ed that adaptation caused the system to reduce the number of springs to a smaller number that was still able to produce a stable, i.e. non-collapsing model (see fig 3b for an example). Repeated training with the same data set produced slightly different results because of the stochastic, heuristic optimization method. It did not, however, change the weight distribution on springs and masses after adaptation.
Adaptation of weights should increase the quality of the results. Thus, we tested adapted versus non-adapted models. For each instance of the object class an ideal fit was created manually. A stochastic search was initialised with 200 instances of the model being distributed over the image. Each search was repeated 25 times. An average energy and an average quality-of-fit (QOF) of the highest ranked model instance after convergence was computed. The QOF value for a single model instance was computed as sum of distances between corresponding sensor points from fitted model instance and pre-specified ideal position. Adaptation caused the Next, we investigated the appropriateness of the adaptation scheme. We trained models A, B, and A+B on the complete population of 10+17=27 maple leaves. Comparing the results, it is seen that, although the adapted model A+B performed better on average over the complete population, results within its own population were better for each of the models A and B (see fig. 5 ). It indicates that the objective function chosen for the training seems to be appropriate and training based on a selected class of shapes according to this objective function is indeed improving the performance.
Finally, we artificially removed part of the images in some of the instances. It was assumed, that the model was corrected by the user to resolve the ambiguity between model and sensor input. Again, the weights were adapted based on all instances. As expected, sensor weights for locations which did not provide the expected input were reduced (see fig. 6 ). A certain number of incomplete shapes was needed, however, since adaptation is based on average performance on all samples of the population. This may be an advantage as few outliers in the data should not influence the model significantly. 
CONCLUSIONS
Using a control structure, it is possible to adapt weights of a dynamic system automatically for shape segmentation. Our results show that optimization of weights using a simple objective function on the final energy of the model is directly related to the model parameters of a physical model. Applying the weight-adapted dynamic model to images of different classes of leaves resulted in a substantially better fit of the model. The adaptation process was also able to include input from user correction in the case of corrupted or ambiguous data.
In future we will explore the potential of this approach to adapt the overall ratio of model and data input. We are also interested in a further investigation of the weight adaptation of the structural components. For this, weight adaptation on different subsets from a given class of shapes will be carried out in order to investigate whether this leads to similar preferences for relevant sensor locations and spring connections. There may be a potential to generate a relevancy measure for connections in the mesh of springs and sensors.
